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Neuvokas was founded in 2013 
from the simple observation that 
advances in manufacturing and 
material sciences now allowed 
FRP rebar to be produced 
competitively with its steel 
counterpart. This insight spurred 
founder Erik Kiilunen and his small 
team at EcoStud (Neuvokas’ 
precursor) to build the early 
prototypes that would in short 
order increase manufacturing 
speeds in the industry by over 
1200%. 
In two short years Nuevokas’ 
dedicated team of engineers 
and material scientists has 
produced high quality FRP rebar 
at prices competitive with steel. 
That is approximately 50% below 
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its FRP competitors. 

While FRP rebar has been in the 
market for over thirty years, 
providing such benefits as: (i) no 
corrosion, (ii) tensile strength 
superior to steel, (iii) 
approximately 84% lighter than 
steel rebar and (iv) 
environmental friendliness; it was 
cost prohibitive, being used in 
only very specific applications. 
Neuvokas’ patented 
manufacturing process 
dramatically drops fabrication 
costs thereby opening the $140B 
annual rebar market to FRP rebar 
for the first time.   
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Corporate Overview 

Neuvokas manufactures and sells Basalt 
Fiber Reinforced Polymer (BFRP) Rebar at 
price parity with steel rebar. 



	  

 

 
  

Erik Kiilunen  
CEO 
 

   
Mr. Kiilunen has been manufacturing products for 27 years, with four acquisitions, five start-ups 
and one exit to his credit.  
 
Throughout his 27+ year career Mr. Kiilunen has been involved in manufacturing and product 
development at all levels.  From shop floor activities in production, maintenance, shipping 
domestic and international, and ISO quality systems to formulating products, lab testing the 
products and designing manufacturing systems for these products.  He has been engaged in 
product testing and development for both organic and inorganic formulation driven products 
throughout his career. 

 
As an Executive in the tool and die industry he oversaw two acquisitions, 
a welding facility and a flux-cored wire manufacturer.   He was 
instrumental in consolidating these operations and developing additional 
products and sales to improve the company’s market position.   
 
Today, in addition to his duties as CEO of Neuvokas Corporation a startup 
focused on high speed processing of fiber reinforced polymer rebar, he 
oversees 3 companies under his holding company Kiilunen 
Manufacturing Group. 
 

Mr. Kiilunen attended Michigan Technological University enrolled in their metallurgical 
Engineering program. 
  
Mr. Kiilunen is married to Janine his wife of 25 years.  He is an active outdoorsman who enjoys 
building, fishing, hunting, running, skiing and anything outdoor related. 
 

	  
	   	  



 

 
  Frequently Asked Questions 
 
What is FRP rebar? 
Fiber reinforced polymer rebar (FRP) is a composite material comprised of a 
fiber (carbon, glass, aramid, basalt) that provides strength and stiffness and a 
matrix (polyester, epoxy, vinyl ester) that protects and transfers load between 
the fibers.  
 
What are the benefits of BFRP rebar over steel rebar? 
FRP rebar has a number of significant advantages over its 
steel cousin including: 
• Impervious to chloride ion and chemical impairment (i.e. 

corrosion) 
• Tensile strength greater than steel 
• 1/7th weight of steel reinforcement 
• Transparent to magnetic fields and radio frequencies 
• Electrically and thermally non-conductive 
 
Where has FRP Rebar been used before? 
Over the past thirty years FRP rebar has been used in over 90 projects in the US 
and 350 projects in Canada. 
 
What sizes does Neuvokas produce? 
Currently Neuvokas is producing and selling only 3/8” (#3) rebar. That replaces 
½” (#4) rebar for most slab on grade applications. The Company will be 
producing other sizes in the near future.  
 
What does it cost? 
Unlike other FRP rebar products that are 2x to 5x its price, you can expect to pay 
approximately what you would pay for equivalent steel product.  
 
Where is GatorBar sold today? 
Neuvokas distributes its product under the brand name GatorBar. While sales are 
international, the Company’s primary market is Houston (the Golf coast) and its 
home state of Michigan. 
 
 

	  
	   	  



 

 

   
Michigan UP Manufacturer Secures Funding of 
$2.8M to Advance Production Technology of 
FRP Rebar 
Michigan UP Manufacturer Secures Funding of $2.8M ... 
May 2015 
 
Early-stage manufacturer Neuvokas Corporation, in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula (UP), 
has secured over $2.8 million in funding to develop a new technology. This new 
technology is capable of producing Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) rebar used in the 
construction industry. The funding will also support job creation and on-the-job training 
for new employees over the course of the next two years. 
 
Neuvokas makes FRP rebar under the trademarked name – GatorBar™. This product is 
made through a novel manufacturing process of combining fiber with a matrix resin. 
The method used to produce GatorBar provides a more efficient way to manufacture 
a, rust-free rebar product with an extended service life of up to 20 times the current 
standard (steel) with cost savings on labor and freight. GatorBar also enables a 30% 
reduction in concrete usage and less CO2 emissions. The product is at or near price 
parity with black steel – a task that has eluded FRP manufactures for over 30 years. 
“My experience in manufacturing and process development allowed me to recognize 
an opportunity to make an existing product more efficiently,” said Erik Kiilunen, CEO of 
Neuvokas Corporation. “Using the improved controls and raw materials available today 
we’ve increased process speed for FRP rebar 3x already and have a 15x increase 
projected within 6 months.” 
Initially the company raised $1.2M private equity. It was followed by $45K in services 
from the Small Business Development Center’s (SBDC) Business Accelerator Fund (BAF) 
through the MTEC Smart Zone. The BAF services helped the company meet important 
investor milestones. Then the National Science Foundation (NSF) provided a $150K 
Phase I Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant, which was matched by a $25K 
Emerging Technologies Fund (ETF) grant from the SBDC. (The SBDC’s BAF and ETF are 
managed in partnership with the MEDC.) A $30K NSF SBIR Phase IB grant was also 
received. The University of Michigan’s (U-M) Institute for Research on Labor, 
Employment, and the Economy (IRLEE) program provided a $25K grant. The Michigan 
Corporate Relations Network (MCRN) provided a $40K grant. A Community 
Development Block Grant (CDBG) of $275K was received through the Township of 
Allouez (Keweenaw County) and the Michigan Strategic Fund. The U.S. Office of Energy 
Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) provided $40K in grants and a $350K 
unsecured note. In addition to these funds, the company recently closed on a $1M 
Series “A” extension bringing the total raised over $2.8M. 
 
Located in the far reaches of Michigan’s UP, Neuvokas Corporation was founded in 
2013 by Erik Kiilunen and Ken Keranen. Neuvokas runs out of the former Rensen 
Manufacturing facility in Keweenaw County, which the company renovated with state 
of the art equipment and machinery. The team at Neuvokas has now grown to 5 with 
plans to add another 30+ employees over the next two to three years as the company 
scales production. 
	  


